Low-cost country sourcing can benefit a company’s bottom line.
Executive summary

Companies can realize significant direct material savings — up to 40 percent or more in purchase price — when they successfully access and rely on low-cost sources in emerging regions. This white paper describes the bottom-line and competitive benefits companies can derive from using low-cost manufacturing sources. It also describes the risks companies face and some ways to keep those risks at manageable levels when they work with suppliers in low-cost countries around the globe. Finally, it outlines five best practices companies should employ when working with low-cost country suppliers.

Low-cost country sourcing helps grow revenue

Revenue growth. That’s the number one priority for four out of five CEOs. CEOs seeking revenue growth must often reduce costs to maintain or expand profit margins. Both tasks are made more challenging when customer demand changes on a whim, supply chains are interrupted, costs for materials increase unexpectedly and the competitive landscape morphs apparently inexplicably.

The following countries are typically considered to be emerging markets which are offering a low-cost environment:

- China
- Thailand
- Vietnam
- India
- Ukraine
- Romania
- Bulgaria
- Mexico
- Brazil
Implementing sourcing programs in economically emerging regions like Asia-Pacific, Eastern Europe and Latin America is one way for a company to grow revenues. That’s because, by sourcing goods in the local market, a company can compete more effectively and expand its business. Additionally, low-cost country sourcing can provide reduced cost for a company’s global factory network as well. In fact, a company sourcing materials or products from a low-cost region can improve its bottom line by reducing its purchase price up to 40 percent\(^3\) or more. (See Chart 1.)

**Chart 1: Range of sourcing savings for selected spend categories**

- **Cable and harness**
- **Electronics and assembly**
- **Mechanics**
- **Tooling**
- **Plastics**

Source: IBM Integrated Supply Chain analysis

Savings generally result from low labor and infrastructure costs, as well as capitalizing on the growing and highly competitive marketplaces for subcomponents in these regions. And those savings present compelling reasons for companies to migrate manufacturing operations to low-cost areas.

Low labor costs are a primary driver of the substantial savings companies can experience. Chart 2 illustrates the dramatic differences in labor costs between regions. The hourly costs for labor in China and Mexico, for example, are substantially lower than in North America and Western Europe.
But labor is only one element in the total cost of a component’s price. To determine the total cost, a company must include the component’s manufactured price plus shipping costs, customs charges and other expenses involved with moving a component from the manufacturer to the point where it’s incorporated in the final product.

If, for example, the cost basis is 100 points for a component manufactured in Germany and 70 points for the same component manufactured in China, the gross savings is 30 points. Shipping the component to Germany and customs charges may add another 10 points, bringing the component’s total cost to 80 points. The net savings of 20 points may still be enough to warrant sourcing that component in China.
Procurement savings can make a direct contribution to a company’s bottom line, compared to other methods for improvement. Chart 3 illustrates that for a company in the electronics industry, every procurement dollar saved may go directly to the company’s bottom line. To otherwise achieve the same impact, the company must increase revenue 29 percent.

Chart 3: Spend and net profits as % of revenue for selected industries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Bottom-Line Increase</th>
<th>Incremental Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace and defense</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer hardware</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor</td>
<td>1% pt</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IBM Global Business Services Analysis. Reprinted with permission from the publisher, the Institute for Supply Management™ and W.B. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University.
Other benefits from low-cost country sourcing

Cost-savings is perhaps the initial reason for companies to source in low-cost regions, but turning to low-cost sources offers other benefits. A significant example is the competitive advantage gained against companies that don’t effectively incorporate low-cost sourcing in their procurement processes. Companies can boost revenue by reinvesting procurement savings in new products. Alternatively, they can carve substantial markets for themselves by extending highly competitive pricing to buyers. Companies that tap manufacturing sources in low-cost countries, can further grow their markets by offering goods they produce for local consumption.

Some forward-looking companies are radically restructuring their cost bases as they shift to globally integrated manufacturing and supply chains that include low-cost sourcing. Freed from managing multiple sets of supply chains, other parts of these companies can concentrate on customer relationships and value-added engineering.

Some companies move outsourcing to a shared-services model in the back office. The shared-services model provides those companies with far greater ability to integrate acquisitions and realize value from them.

Low-cost country sourcing is becoming a common strategy

The competitive and bottom-line benefits are attractive to many companies. That’s why, according to Aberdeen Group 60 percent of manufacturers now source from China as part of their low-cost sourcing strategies, and almost half of their Low Cost Country Sourcing spending is for direct materials — chips, circuit boards, cables and other parts used in end products (See Chart 4). Through 2008 the average of the total spending for direct materials with low-cost country suppliers will almost double — from 21 percent to 39 percent. (See Chart 5.)
Highlights

Sourcing efforts in low-cost countries have mostly addressed direct materials.

An average of 45 percent of surveyed companies’ spend in low-cost countries is for direct materials.

Surveyed companies plan to almost double their spend in low-cost regions.

Chart 4: Average Percent of Spending by Category in Low-Cost Countries
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Chart 5: Average Percent of Total Spending for Direct Materials with Low-Cost Country Suppliers

Copyright © 2005, Aberdeen Group, Inc.
Besides enticing benefits, low-cost country sourcing presents pitfalls that companies need to be aware of.

More than individual companies are sourcing in low-cost countries. Entire industries are gaining footholds. It is not unusual for tier-one and tier-two manufacturers to build plants on the same property or very near to the manufacturer of the end product. Why? Besides low labor and land costs, increasing tax benefits, maturing manufacturing and services, improving infrastructures and stabilizing political environments all play a role.

The potential downside of low-cost country sourcing

While sourcing in low-cost countries offers enticing benefits, it also presents potential pitfalls and difficulties to achieve available benefits. The obvious issues are cultural and political differences. Another issue is finding capable suppliers in unfamiliar places. And when you find them, you must ask whether the suppliers can provide the consistent quality you need and your customers expect. Companies seeking low-cost country sources for the first time may find that establishing and qualifying those sources, and making the transition to them may take longer than expected. Companies new to sourcing in low-cost countries should also be concerned about other issues, including staff quality and technical capabilities in the region, government interference, intellectual property protection and potential for fraud.

Overcoming risks

Working in a low-cost country often adds complexity to a company’s operations. Risks include:

- Inflexible customs practices
- Intellectual property protection threats
- Foreign exchange controls
- Business licensing limitations
- Political or joint-venture partner interference
- Project management challenges associated with migrating manufacturing operations effectively
Companies can overcome these risks. Forming deep, key relationships at critical points along the supply chain’s inflection points help reduce potentially rigid customs practices or foreign exchange restrictions. A considered approach and developing deep, lasting relationships with vendors help ensure intellectual property. Because business license and value-added tax fraud can be commonplace, companies should perform comprehensive documentation checks to help ensure licenses are proper and taxes have been paid. More and more, as countries derive the economic benefits from companies relying on low-cost manufacturing sources, political or joint-venture partner interference is diminishing. Finally, as with any change in manufacturing operations, good project management is critical.

Technical issues related to manufacturing and shipping the product can arise. Risks include:

- Poor product quality
- Low-tech and labor-intensive production
- Infrastructure weakness
- Distant client markets

Overcoming these risks is also possible. Suppliers with the latest high-tech equipment and the ability to solve problems onsite rapidly can realize the product quality a company expects. And suppliers with shorter tooling development cycles tend to offset increased shipping distances. If necessary, companies must monitor constrained airfreight capacity to support timely shipping of products. In the end, technical issues are often no worse than in any other supply market, and high quality local resources can be deployed to manage them.

Good staff can be difficult to find and retain, and other issues can also arise. Risks include:

- Poor-quality staff
- High turnover or even poaching of effective employees
- Lack of experience
- Fraud
- Ineffective use of expatriate staff
Actively recruiting and developing quality staff is the most effective way to overcome these risks. That effort includes concentrating on training and developing staff, and hiring good local managers to help retain good employees. At the same time, companies should provide appropriate performance-related compensation and incentives. Also, to prevent procurement fraud, it is important to develop strategic missions locally. That activity includes implementing tight process controls and executive-level vendor relationships. Building a capable local organization that uses mature processes, then, is a prerequisite for success in a low-cost region.

Establishing a new manufacturing source brings change, which affects the supply chain — especially early in the process. Risks include:

- Difficulties in communicating with staff and vendors
- Availability of accurate baseline data
- Underestimating the time required to complete transitions to low-cost country sources
- Sustaining savings after the initial benefit

To reduce or eliminate these risks, companies should establish a rigorous product development process, making a significant initial effort to expose the full, comparable costs of sourcing. Also, the procurement department and suppliers must be involved early in the product development process.

Developing and acting on a detailed project plan — including risk management — throughout the enterprise and with contract manufacturers is essential to move manufacturing successfully to a low-cost country.

Despite the risks that companies face when doing business in an emerging region, they are driven to do so by competitive pressures and the desire to expand to new markets.
Key low-cost country sourcing considerations for a chief procurement officer

All of the direct materials the company uses in the manufacturing process have come from high-cost regions, and the company is growing increasingly less competitive. To reduce costs across the company, the chief executive officer (CEO) tells the chief procurement officer (CPO) to move 30 percent of the company's current spending for direct materials to low-cost country sources.

As the CPO ponders the necessary steps to meet the CEO's requirement, many questions come to mind. First, the CPO must determine which components should be sourced in low-cost regions — and then determine where the best suppliers are. Chart 6 illustrates that components with low complexity and high labor costs usually present the best opportunity for savings in low-cost countries.

Chart 6: Low-cost country sourcing, Commodity evaluation matrix

Source: IBM Integrated Supply Chain analysis
After identifying which components to manufacture, the CPO must find the best supplier or suppliers for the company. The CPO must ask questions such as:

- Who are the right suppliers?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses in commodity coverage in the suppliers’ countries or regions?
- How can I ensure savings, considering total cost of ownership?
- How can I build a business case?
- How can I maintain product quality?
- How can I most effectively manage the extended supply chain?
- How can I ensure competitive lead times?
- How are contracts set up?
- What are the legal requirements?
- What are the benefits or pitfalls regarding local taxation?
- How can I manage the local language and cultural challenges?

Answers to those questions will help the CPO narrow the list of potential suppliers. Then the CPO must be assured that the company’s intellectual property is protected. Questions to ask include:

- Does the supplier work for the competition?
- Does the supplier demonstrate business ethics that are in line with expectations?
- Is the supplier’s country known for corruption?
- Has the supplier indicated a reticence to sign a nondisclosure agreement?
- Does the supplier have a proven track record of treating intellectual property confidentially?
- Has there been any negative news or rumors about the supplier not acting in an appropriate manner?
- Does the contract include significant penalties for intellectual property violations?
- Is the supplier willing to provide reference customers?
These questions are unlikely to reveal absolute or complete answers for the CPO. The answers to these questions do, however, provide initial direction for the journey that the CPO — and the CPO's company — will take as they build valuable, viable manufacturing sources in low-cost regions.

Five best practices for low-cost sourcing success

Consultants with IBM Consulting Services interviewed dozens of chief procurement officers and hundreds of other C-level executives around the globe in 2005 to explore critical procurement topics and determine ways that manufacturers can succeed when working with low-cost companies. From those interviews, IBM consultants uncovered five key best practices companies should employ.

Become business partners, not just buyers
Overcome a pervasive buyer mentality. Buyers tend to seek the lowest possible price regardless of any other benefit. Procurement should identify and respond to broader business goals proactively. Partnering with low-cost suppliers involves a mindset shift — from price to value, from products to solutions, from inputs to outcomes.

Explore new value frontiers; it’s not just about price
A procurement organization that is historically biased toward buying raw materials and supplies should convert thinking and actions to fit the different demands of low-cost sourcing in other countries. Focus should turn to overall business outcomes, total cost of ownership and the potential for creating long-term value for your company.

Low-cost country sourcing involves a more holistic business perspective when evaluating and selecting vendors. First, a long-range assessment of the supplier’s overall business health and process capability is necessary. Then, understand the supplier’s strategy, so you can discover new areas where a strategic supplier can add value and become a more integral part of company operations. It is critical to foresee any conflicts of interest the supplier may encounter to derail the relationship.
Make suppliers part of your team; the best value chain wins

Today, suppliers are more tightly integrated with the supply chain than they have ever been. So companies must take a more inclusive approach to managing them, bringing them into the decision-making processes and change initiatives. Procurement organizations need to champion the full contribution potential of strategic suppliers — even beyond the supply chain.

Pursue low-cost country sources

To tap into more cost-effective sources around the globe, companies must be prepared to leap hurdles imposed by borders and geographic differences. Even after overcoming language and cultural obstacles, companies still need the expertise to establish and manage contacts in different countries — particularly emerging markets. In most low-cost locales, pioneering companies have already tackled many of the anticipated issues. As a result, effective risk mitigation and management approaches already exist.

If it is not possible for a company to develop the skills and expertise on its own — and only a shallow talent pool is available — the company should look outside for the right resources to augment its internal staff.

Low-cost country sourcing can deliver tangible results to the bottom line

Companies can realize significant direct material savings when successfully relying on low-cost sources in emerging regions. But companies must have strategic sourcing experience and skills to attain those savings at a manageable level of risk. Working with a third party may open the door to minimal up-front capital investment and, combined with a holistic approach to procurement transformation, be a quick route to such savings.
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